
Information Report Editing Checklist 
 
Title of your Information Report: ____________________________________________________ 
 
Editing and proofreading are very important parts of writing. Use the checklist below to edit, proofread and MAKE 
CHANGES to your work. You can edit in pencil or pen so your changes stand out.  Write a Y or a N in the YOU column 
to show you have checked and edited your work.  
 

STRUCTURE         Does your Information Report: YOU Friend 

Include a main title and sub headings for each new topic of information?   

Include a brief opening paragraph or statement that shares what the whole report will be about?    

Include separate paragraphs of information on specific topics?   

Include an OPENING sentence that is in third person, and introduces the main topic of that 
paragraph.  

  

Include a CLOSING sentence for each paragraph that summarises the key facts of that paragraph 
and DOESN’T introduce new information.  

  

Include at least 5 - 8 well sequenced, factual sentences for each topic  you have written about?     

Inform others about your topic in an interesting and creative way?   

 

GRAMMAR       Does your Information Report: YOU Friend 

Include lots of facts that are based on evidence?   

Include lots of scientific and technical words about your topic?      

Include the use of third person? (no personal comments or pronouns like I or we)   

Have sentences that start differently?   

Have sentences that end differently?    

Show clearly that it is written in present tense?   

Use noun groups to build up descriptions?   

 

SPELLING       Does your Information Report: YOU Friend 

Contain a variety of vocabulary to enhance your writing? (use a thesaurus!)    

Contain NO spelling errors? (use a dictionary!)   

Contain scientific and technical words about your topic to make it sound more professional?    

 

PUNCTUATION       Does your Information Report: YOU Friend 

Contain correct punctuation? Full stops, capital letters, apostrophes, exclamation marks, question 
marks, speech marks etc.?  

  

Have you written each new topic in a separate paragraph?    

 
Ask a partner to read your Information Report after you have already edited it and made changes. Get them to 
check off the list above in their column. Then get them to fill in the section below.  
 

PEER EDITING       Yes No 

Your name:    

Does this Information Report make sense?    

Did the author set out their work properly?   

List two things you think the author did really well in their writing: 
 
1.  
 
2.  
 

  

List one thing you think the author could do to help improve their writing. Be clear and specific. 
1.  
 
 
 
 
 

  



 


